
 

 

January 18, 2016     
Global Financial Markets 

Global equities slipped for a second straight week as the upbeat employment data in the US and better-than-expected 
trade data in China proved insufficient to appease risk-off sentiments stemming from dampened global growth prospects 
and the plunge in oil prices. US Treasury prices continued to rally as investors flocked to safe-haven assets in light of 
global growth uncertainties. On the other hand, weak data in the US despite a strong labor market, the prospects of lower 
inflation, and a dovish monetary policy outlook caused the US Dollar to weaken. 
  
Global Equities 
 

The second week of the year started 
negatively despite upbeat 
employment data released in the US. 
The following days saw a brief rally 
as the Renminbi stabilized. However, 
volatility and large swings plagued 
the market vis-à-vis the plunge in oil 
prices to $30 a barrel during the 
middle of the week as better-than 
expected trade data in China proved 
insufficient to appease investors’ 
concerns of the prospects of growth 
especially in emerging markets. The 
last trading day of the week saw a 
rally in US equities on the back of a 
slight recovery in oil, positive 
earnings releases, and the Fed’s 
dovish statements—but not enough 
to erase the losses from sell-downs. 

European equities also grappled with 
the same woes as their cross-Atlantic 
counterpart. Meanwhile, Asian 
equities had a good start as investors 
took the removal of the “circuit 
breaker” in China positively. 
However, the rally was short-lived as the following trading days saw regional indices getting sold down over continued risk-off 
sentiments towards emerging markets. The sell-down in these markets was worsened by data releases in Japan showing slowing 
orders of machinery and in India were wholesale prices fell.  
 
Week-on-week, the MSCI World index lost 1.73% led by the large declines in the US, as S&P500 Index fell by 2.72% and the Dow 
Jones Industrial Average Index by 2.20%. Meanwhile, MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan and MSCI Europe also declined week-on-week 
by 2.26% and 1.97%, respectively.  
 

Data in the US and the Eurozone painted a picture of recovering labor markets, but prospects for the manufacturing sector 
remained bleak. Despite these releases, most investors were focused on Chinese data and the continued plunge in crude oil prices.  
  

 December nonfarm employment, private payrolls and manufacturing payrolls of the US all beat consensus estimates. 

Nonfarm employment was up by 292,000 (vs estimate of 200,000), private payrolls increased 275,000 (vs estimate of 

201,000), and manufacturing payrolls gained 8,000 (vs estimate of -2,000). On the flipside, however, the average hourly 

earnings figure was down 0.04% (vs estimate of +0.2%). The unemployment rate remained at 5.0%, its level for the third 

consecutive month. 

 November industrial production in Germany for the month of November fell 0.3% mom, lower than consensus (+0.5%) and 

prior month (+0.5%) figures. The negative print was mainly due to the decline in manufacturing (-0.8%), which was driven 

by the weakness in the mechanical engineering and the auto sectors. 

 The Labor Market Conditions Index of the US Federal Reserve rose to 2.9 last month, beating the consensus estimate of 

0.4 and November’s 2.7. This index compiling 19 labor market measures averaged 0.45 from 1976 to 2015. 

 In a speech, Atlanta Fed President Dennis Lockhart said that he was "optimistic about the economy's prospects" for 2016, 

but will be on the lookout for data trends. As for monetary policy, Lockhart also stated that "the Fed's monetary policy is 

still quite accommodative even with the first rate increase last month and the assumption of subsequent increases in 

2016."  

07-Jan-16 14-Jan-16 % Change

MSCI World 1,576.32 1,549.06 -1.73%

MSCI Europe 116.57 114.27 -1.97%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 381.66 373.03 -2.26%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 16,514.10 16,151.41 -2.20%

S&P 500 1,943.09 1,890.28 -2.72%
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 Labor data releases in the US continue to be upbeat, although more moderate than latest peak. The November US JOLTS 

saw a rise in job openings by 1.5%, hires by 0.6%, and quits by 1.7%; and a decrease in layoffs by 0.8%. Openings rate 

also increased 3.7%, but was more subdued than July’s 3.8%. Hires rate also held at 3.6%, below highest of 3.7%. 

 Fixed 30-year mortgage rates decreased by about 8bps to 4.12%, causing US mortgage application in the US to spike by 

21.3% week-on-week for the week ending January 8, 2016, according to data released by Mortgage Bankers Association. 

Refinance applications and applications to purchase also increased by 23.8% and 17.8%, respectively. 

 Industrial production in the Eurozone missed consensus estimates. The November data showed a month-on-month 

decline of -0.7% (mkt est: -0.3%), while the year-on-year increase was at 1.1% (mkt est: 1.3%). The drop posted in 

November was the largest in 15 months. 

 US jobless claims increased 7,000 week-on-week, and registered 284,000—the second highest since July. This brings the 

four-week moving average to 278,750. In addition, the continuing claims increased 29,000 to 2.26 million. The uptrend that 

started in October is becoming clearer as the US labor market gains traction. 

 In its latest monetary policy meeting, the Bank of England decided to keep policy rates on hold as expected. Eight out of 

the nine voting members were in favor of the action, while one member voted for a 25bp increase. In the statement 

released by the BoE, it was highlighted that "recent volatility in financial markets has underlined the downside risks to 

global growth, primarily emanating from emerging markets." 

 

 

Global Bonds  
 

US Treasury yields declined on the average following the plunge in crude oil 

prices and continued worries over the economic outlook for emerging 

markets. This caused US Treasury prices to rise at the beginning of the 

week; allowing prices to rally for a seventh consecutive trading day before 

investors took profits by Monday. This correction, however, was brief as 

strong demand was seen for US Treasuries over the following days—

causing yields to further decline. By the end of the week, St. Louis Fed 

President Bullard’s speech highlighting declines in market-based measures 

of inflation expectations further supported Treasury prices. 

  

Week-on-week, yields declined by an average of 4.02 basis points. The two-year note fell 5.69 basis points to close at 0.891%, 

while the ten-year benchmark yield edged down 5.81 basis points to close at 2.087%.  

 

Currencies  

 
At the start of the week, the US Dollar weakened as other economic data 

releases from the US such as inventories and consumer credit disappointed 

despite the strong December non-farm payroll print. Continued data 

releases that point to a solid labor market in the US allowed the greenback 

to reverse course and appreciate vis-à-vis the Euro over the week, with the 

softer-than-expected industrial production figure in the Eurozone further 

contributing to the Euro weakness. However, concerns about the long-term 

outlook on inflation brought about by low commodity prices resurfaced as 

St. Louis Fed President Bullard spoke about lower inflation expectations. 

This caused the US Dollar to weaken further by the end of the week  

 

Week-on-week, the euro rose vis-à-vis the dollar, gaining 0.78% to close 

trading at the 1.0923 level.    

 

The week ahead (January 18 – January 22) 

 

Given the continued risk-off sentiments towards emerging markets, we expect cautious trading in global equities for next week as 

investors await global developments. Support for US treasuries may be sustained next week as investors may continue to prefer 

safe-haven assets and as investors await the US inflation print. Over the next few days, we expect the US Dollar to further weaken 

should the inflation figure come out lower than expected.  

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 7-Jan 14-Jan  +/- bps

3m 0.198 0.244 4.58

6m 0.448 0.408 -4.08

2y 0.948 0.891 -5.69

5y 1.599 1.507 -9.21

10y 2.146 2.087 -5.81

30y 2.926 2.887 -3.89

Currencies 

7-Jan 14-Jan % Change

USD/PHP 47.030 47.640 1.30%

EUR/USD 1.0838 1.0923 0.78%

GBP/USD 1.4563 1.4370 -1.33%

USD/JPY 117.63 117.72 0.08%

AUD/USD 0.7002 0.6923 -1.13%

USD/CHF 1.0022 1.0028 0.06%

EUR/CHF 1.08613 1.09535 0.85%

EUR/JPY 127.48 128.58 0.86%



 

 

Philippine Financial Markets 

The local equities market reached new lows at the start of the week before slightly rallying on the back of extreme investor 
pessimism given continued concerns in China and further weakness in crude oil prices. Prices of government securities 
rallied as market players shifted to less risky assets amid continued concerns on global growth weakness, emerging 
market pressure, and a sustained decline in commodity prices—specifically oil. The Peso failed to hold its ground relative 
to the mighty greenback during the week foreigners had significant net foreign selling at the close of the week due to risk-
off sentiment on global growth concerns. 

 
Local Equities  

  
The local stock market fell to a level last seen during the taper tantrum in 2013 
as risk-off sentiment continued to prevail given growth concerns over the 
emerging markets basket, which includes the Philippines. The stock market 
closed the first trading day of the week at 6,288.26 as electoral developments 
also weighed in on investor sentiment. The stock market partly recovered during 
the next trading days as bargain-hunting ensued but retreated again mid-week 
as the bearishness in US equities and even in crude oil, with Brent crude oil 
prices falling below USD30/bbl, flowing as well to the equities market. Despite 
better-than-expected exports performance locally, the market failed to rally 
substantially back to its start-of-year level as foreigners continued to be 
pessimistic on the whole EM basket.  
 
Week-on-week, the PSEi lost 125.93 points, or -1.92%, closing at 6,449.50. For the week, foreigners were net sellers at 
Php1,241.71 million, or US$26.20 million.  
  
Industrial: 

 Republic Cement & Building Materials, Inc. (formerly Lafarge Republic, Inc.) [“Corporation”] announced that a “Petition for 

Voluntary Delisting” will be submitted to the PSE as approved by its Board of Directors last September 15, 2015. Said 

proposed delisting is estimated to take place on March 15, 2016. 

 Max's Group, Inc. is planning to open 60-80 new stores across all its brands locally and overseas, with 40-60 stores to be 

opened in the Phillipines, in line with its 1,000-stores target by 2020. The Asia-Pacific region and the Gulf Cooperation 

Council (GCC) territory will be among the Group's top priority markets. 

 Manila Water Philippines Ventures, Inc. (MWPV), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Manila Water Company, Inc. (MWC), signed 

a memorandum of Agreement with Ayala Land, Inc. (ALI) and its subsidiaries, wherein MWPV will provide the water and 

used water services and facilities to all the property development projects of ALI and its affiliates nationwide. 

 Energy Development Corporation (EDC) announced that the Philippine Rating Services Corporation (PhilRatings) maintained 

the Issue Credit Rating of PRS Aaa for EDC"s Php3.5 billion 2016 retail bonds, Php3.0 billion 2020 retail bonds, and Php4.0 

billion 2023 retail bonds. 

 Maynilad Water Services, Inc. announced that its budget for 2016 capital expenditures amount to Php13.6 billion, mainly for 

water (Php7.5 billion) and wastewater infrastructure projects. Funding for its infrastructure projects will be sourced from both 

local and international bank loans, and from internally generated funds. 

Services: 

 The Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp (PAGCOR) reported that gross gaming revenues (GGR) in 2015 rose to 

Php130 billion (+17% YoY). PAGCOR-owned casinos grew by 15.7% YoY, while private licensees saw their GGRs advance 

18% YoY in 2015. 

Property: 

 Robinsons land Corp. (RLC) announced that its audited consolidated net income for the fiscal year ended September 30, 

2015 rose to Php5.70 billion (+20% YoY) while revenues reached Php19.73 billion (+16%) driven by double-digit growth in all 

of its business segments. 

Financials: 

 Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ (BTMU) is set to acquire newly-issued primary shares of Security Bank (PSE ticker: SECB) 

consisting of 150,707,778 common shares at Php245/share, and 200,000,000 preferred shares at Php0.10 per share for a 

total investment of Php36.9 billion. 

 The Insurance Commission granted a life insurance license to EastWest Ageas Life Insurance Corp (EastWest Ageas Life). 
This is a 50-50 joint venture of EastWest Bank and Ageas Insurance International NV (Ageas), a Belgium-based international 
insurance group. The joint venture still has to wait for Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas’ (BSP) approval of the bancassurance 
business within EastWest premises.  

8-Jan 15-Jan % Change

PSEi 6,575.43 6,449.50 -1.92%

Philippine  Stock Exchange  Index



 

 

 
Philippine Bond Market  

 
On the local fixed income space, government securities tracked an upward 
trend, as market players adopted a somewhat flight-to-safety stance 
following volaitiliy across global markets amid declining oil prices and 
continued monetary policy divergence globally. For the week, markets were 
affected by external developments in the form of further currency fluctuations 
in China, sustained decline in oil prices (with the West Texas Intermediate 
Crue Oil hitting the $20/bbl-level), and consistently strong US labor data 
thereby pointing to a potential faster-than-expected monetary tightening. 
Yields trended higher during the beginning of the week on thin volumes as 
market players stayed on the sidelines ahead of labor data releases in the 
US, developments in China and the oil market. Bargain hunting ensued the 
next day following a lackluster 10-year bond auction by the Bureau of 
Treasury and encouraging Philippine trade data. Since then, yields tracked a 
downward route as investors took cue from overseas marekts wherein a 
sustained global risk-off sentiment is visible. However, yields traded 
sideways during the last trading day of the week stronger-than-expected 
labor market data in the US. US jobless claims increased 7,000 week-on-
week, and registered 284,000—the second highest since July. The uptrend 
that started in October is becoming clearer as the US labor market gains 
traction. This led some market players to believe that a relatively faster-than-
expected tightening in the US will occur.  
 
Yields declined by an average of 8.2 basis points for the five trading days of the week. The short-end of the curve fell by 71.23, 
basis points, while the belly and long-end of the curve rose by 25.31, and 20.16 basis points, respectively. 
 
 
 
Philippine Peso  
 
 The Peso exhibited weakness vis-à-vis the US Dollar for the entire week on continued net foreign selling in the domestic equities 

market despite the strong Philippine macroeconomic fundamentals. The Peso ended the week on a year-to-date low of Php 47.64, 

reflecting a 1.3% depreciation week-on-week relative to the greenback. The Peso began the week on a soft note, tracking regional 

weakness led by continuation of concerns over the Chinese economic slowdown, sustained downward trajectory of oil prices, and 

and as investors stayed defensive ahead of the US labor market data. Given continued weaknesses in regional peer currencies 

exacerbated by bombings in Indonesia towards the end of the week, the Peso failed to hold its ground relative to the mighty US 

dollar.  

 

Week-on-week the Philippine peso plummted relative to the US dollar. The USD/PHP pair gained 71 centavos, or 1.5%, to close the 

week at the 47.74 level. 

 

 According to the Department of Budget Management, Local Government Units (LGUs) will get a 10% year-on-year raise in 

their internal revenue allocation (IRA) in 2016. In a statement, Budget Secretary Florencio B. Abad said that the share of 

43,593 LGUs increased by 9.94%, or Php 38.76 billion, to Php 428.62 billion. Abad noted that efficient tax collection and 

the goal of building the capacity of LGUs to serve as partners of the national government in the implementation of projects 

have made this possible. 

 Data released by the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) showed that the central bank further trimmed its losses by 47.57% 

in the first 11 months of the year mostly attributable to favorable gains from exchange rate fluctuations. The net loss of the 

central bank amounted to Php3.77 billion from January to November last year, 47.57%-- or Php3.42 billion, lower than the 

Php 7.19 billion registered in the same period last year. 

 In a statement, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) Deputy Governor Diwa C. Guinigundo said that tweaks to the BSP's 

monetary policy will remain data-driven and that there is currently no need to adjust policy settings even after other central 

banks made their move in light of recent global market conditions. Guinigundo said that the Philippines moved on 

monetary policy ahead of the crowd in 2014, as the BSP did preemptive moves when they learned that the US Fed would 

adjust interest rates in conjunction with the Philippine economy's growth trajectory. 

 Data from the Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA) showed that industrial production in the month of November 2015 grew 

at its fastest pace in eight months mostly driven by strong domestic demand. According to the preliminary results of the 

Monthly Integrated Survey of Selected Industries of the PSA, The Volume of Production Index expanded 7.5% year-on-

year in November 2015. The Volume of Production Index is a measure of factory output. We note that the growth is slower 

than the November 2014 figure of 9.1%, but was the fastest since March 2015’s 14.9%. 

T enor 11-Jan 15-Jan  Change

1m 3.97 2.67 -130

3m 2.43 2.42 -1

6m 2.62 2.48 -15

1y 3.71 2.32 -139

2y 3.47 3.00 -47

3y 3.73 4.34 61

4y 3.74 3.84 10

5y 3.77 4.41 63

7y 4.34 4.73 39

10y 4.12 4.35 23

20y 5.47 5.60 14

25y 4.86 5.09 23

Average -8.2

Peso Yie ld Curve                                        

(PDST-R2 Reference Rates)



 

 

 Data from the Philippine Statistics Authority showed that Philippine exports decreased at a slower-than-expected pace in 

the month of November. Exports dropped 1.1% year-on-year, lower than the market estimates of a 15% year-on-year 

contraction. In October, export growth decelerated by 10.84%. 

 In a statement, Budget and Management Secretary Florencio B. Abad said that preparations made ahead of the severe El 

Niño are expected to support the economy despite the downside risks to growth of the dry spell. According to Secretary 

Abad, efforts of the national government to mitigate the impact of the El Niño -- which is expected to peak during the dry 

season and linger into June -- could even “neutralize” the risks it poses to economic growth. 

 According to the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), three car companies that qualified for the incentives offered by 

the government’s Comprehensive Automobile Resurgence Strategy (CARS) program may be announced by mid-2016. 

The CARS program is a scheme that aims to bolster competitiveness of the Philippines as a top destination for regional 

car manufacturing. It is open to car companies that could guarantee the production of at least 200,000 vehicles. 

 

The week ahead (January 18 – January 22) 

 

For the week ahead, we expect the market to continue trading range-bound given continued weaknesses overseas and lack of 

catalysts. The PSEi is expected to trade between 6,350 and 6,600. Bond yields are expected to trade sideways with a slight upward 

bias given the lack of local catalysts, which may cause weak turnover during the week. We expect market players to take cue from 

global market developments and economic data releases. Expect also the USD/PHP pair to move range-bound in sideways trading 

on lack of market moving developments but this will be heavily influenced by foreign investors’ movements in the equities market. 


